Old Chapel: where the administration lives. High level employees in the administration are paid “stay bonuses” that have totalled up to several million dollars paid to 14 people over the last four years.

Biomass Plant: despite claiming to be carbon neutral, Middlebury College reached this goal through uncertain means: carbon offset$ earned from a land trust. Over 80% of students voted to divest from fossil fuels in 2019. The board of trustees has yet to act on the issue.

McCullough Student Center: students protest the appearance of white supremacist Charles Murray and the platform that the administration had given him. Students protesting outside of the “designated protest area” are handed official college discipline in a seemingly arbitrary manner. This disciplinary actions prompts demonstrations of solidarity from students, staff, and faculty and support for restorative justice.

Parton Health Center: female students’ health concerns are not taken as seriously as their male counterparts: “if you were a male with these symptoms I would be sending you to the hospital”. Counselling is understaffed and many students find themselves without mental health support.

How does Middlebury look now?